Dance

Bubeníček and the Dresden Ballet

Tremendous Skill and Intellectual Creativity
The mention of Dresden, in the former East Germany, is unlikely to evoke associations
with ballet in most people's minds. The Dresden SemperOper Ballet (Dresden State
Opera Ballet) has, however, made great strides since the 1990s by inviting influential
figures of great individuality to serve as its artistic director. Its superb performances at
the Saitama Arts Theater enabled me to gain a truly direct appreciation of the high level
of both the creativity of the group and the abilities of the individual dancers.
Two of the three programs were being staged for the first time in Japan, both
choreographed by Jiří Bubeníček, a principal dancer of the company blessed with rich
powers of expression.
"Unerreichbare Orte" is a piece imbued with profound subtlety, its music composed by
Jiří’s twin brother Otto (of the Hamburg Ballet). The opening scene is starkly powerful,
depicting couples entwined, their bodies swathed in huge skirt-like cloths in a manner
suggestive of diverse aspects of love. That is followed by three pas de deux confined to
the front part of the stage, the scene then transitioning into a full-stage ensemble before
revisiting the opening scene. The entire performance bursts with variety, and tension is
maintained unallayed throughout. The choreographer is outstanding not only in his
sense of how to bring out the full physical expressiveness of the dancers’ bodies, but
also in his ability to structure the dance intellectually to envelop the entire area of the
stage.
The second piece being premiered in Japan, "Le Souffle de l'Esprit," pays homage to
deceased grandmothers. It boldly takes up elements – such as Pachelbel’s Canon and a
da Vinci painting – whose fame and familiarity give them strong power to infuse the
ambience of the performance, and that popularity is then sublimated into an almost
religious value imbued with simple clarity.
Two other dancers who impressed me particularly for their conspicuous technique and
delicate musical expression were Elena Vostrotina, who danced in all three works,
including "Steptext" (choreographed by William Forsythe), which formed the second
part of the program performed between the two premiers, and Jón Vallejo, the central
dancer accompanying the Bubeníček twins in the Canon scene.
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